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ABSTRACT BODY:
Abstract (200 words): We aim to identify visual cues resulting from facial movements made during
Mandarin tone production and examine how they are associated with each of the four tones. We use signal
processing and computer vision techniques to analyze audio-video recordings of 21 native Mandarin
speakers uttering the vowel /ɜ/ with each tone. Four facial interest points were automatically detected and
tracked in the video frames: medial point of left-eyebrow, nose tip (proxy for head movement), and
midpoints of the upper and lower lips. Spatiotemporal features were extracted from the positional profiles of
each tracked point. These features included distance, velocity, and acceleration of local facial movements
with respect to the resting face of each speaker. Analysis of variance and feature importance analysis
based on random decision forest were performed to examine the significance of each feature for
representing each tone and how well these features can individually and collectively characterize each tone.
Preliminary results suggest alignments between articulatory movements and pitch trajectories, with
downward or upward head and eyebrow movements following the dipping and rising tone trajectories, faster
lip-closing toward the end of falling tone production, and minimal movements for the level tone.
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Overview
Four lexical tones in Mandarin,
differing in F0 height & contour as high
level (Tone1), mid-high rising (Tone2),
low dipping (Tone3), & high falling
(Tone4).
• Research including our own has shown that lip and jaw movements
provide visual cues and facilitate segmental speech perception [1,2].
• Visual cues shown to be relevant for prosody, including tone, involve
head, neck, and eyebrow movements [3,4,5,6], since prosodic production
does not rely on vocal tract configurations.
• Pitch has been claimed to be visual spatial in nature [7].
• Research has not been conclusive about which specific movements are
used to characterize each tone.

Aim
• We aim to identify specific visual cues as induced by facial movements
made during Mandarin tone production using state-of-the-art computervision and image processing techniques.
We hypothesize that the specific movements of the head,
eyebrows and lips are correlated with tonal articulation, and
are likely coordinated with the spatial and temporal dynamics
of the production of different tones.

Materials
 20 native speakers of Mandarin (8 males) who were born and raised in
Northern China or Taiwan at least during the first 18 years of their lives.
 From each speaker, 150 pronunciations of the /3/ tone quadruplet words
were recorded.

Methods
• Tone utterances were segmented first using
automatic tools based on audio amplitude.

• A rough bounding box was localized using the cascade
filter approach [8] and part-specific detectors were used
to obtain better localizations of the region of interest.
• Four facial points of interest were detected
automatically: medial point of left-eyebrow, nose tip
(proxy for head movement), and midpoints of the upper
and lower lips.

Results (cont’d)

Methods (cont’d)

Tone 3

• Keypoints that were identified on the first
frame of each video token were tracked on
the rest of the video frames using the
Kanade-Lucas-Tomasi method [9].

• A set of 33 features was computed to quantify the
motion dynamics of each of the four tracked
keypoints and to provide summary statistics of the
local (eyebrows and lips) and rigid (head)
movements.
• Critical features such as
the distance, velocity,
time, and acceleration
describing local facial
movements
with
respect to the resting
face of each speaker were extracted from the positional profiles of
each tracked point.

Features with large value in Tone 3

•
•

•

Tone 1
• When compared to the other tones max head
velocity for Tone 1 was smallest: reflecting
articulation of this tone required minimal head
movements
• The times taken by the lip and eyebrow
keypoints to reach max velocity were longest
for Tone 1, suggesting that the height of motion
happened quite late for this tone.
• Overall, Tone 1 generally involved lower mean
values (i.e. smaller movements) for these
features as compared to other tones.

Tone 2
• Max head lowering and eyebrow lowering
distance was second smallest, while the time
taken to reach the maximum head raising
distance was largest and max eyebrow
raising velocity was second largest.
• This suggests that the feature maxima
happened at the later part of
the tone pronunciation.
• The minimal movement in the beginning and
the larger motion in the later part
correspond to the F0 contour (lowering and
then raising) feature of Tone 2.

Tone 3 has the greatest amount of movement for head-raising, head-lowering, and
eyebrow-lowering as the distance travelled by the corresponding keypoint was the largest.
The times taken for the head and eyebrow-raising distance and velocity to reach max
values were shortest for this tone when compared to all other tones, while the times taken
for the head velocity and the eyebrow-lowering velocity to reach maximum values were
the largest for this tone.
In summary, Tone 3 exhibits a larger amount of movements, involving slower lowering and
faster raising head and eyebrow movements, corresponding to the dipping contour of this
tone.

Tone 4
•
•

Results
• Analysis of variance and feature importance analysis based on random
forest were performed to examine the significance of each feature for
representing each tone and how well these features can individually
and collectively characterize each tone.

Features with small value in Tone 3

•

The times for the velocity of lip-opening
and lip-closing to reach maximum value
was largest for Tone 4.
The time required by the head and the
eyebrow keypoints to reach max lowering
was largest for Tone 4, suggesting that the
lowering movement occurred in the later
part of the tone production.
Overall for Tone 4, the time required for
critical events during lowering movements
was largest, matching with the dipping F0
contour of this tone.

Conclusions
Results suggest alignments between articulatory movements and pitch
trajectories, with downward or upward head and eyebrow movements
following the dipping and rising tone trajectories, lip closing movement
being associated with the falling tone, and minimal movements for the level
tone.
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